Agenda

• Welcome and Announcements - *Marcia Smith*
  ▪ Response to OMB Call for Ideas on Reducing Compliance Burden Relating to Grants & Contracts

• FY 2015 Proposal & Award Numbers - *Rory Constancio & Patti Manheim*

• Research Policy and Compliance - *Claudia Modlin & Ann Pollack*
  ▪ Export Control Update
  ▪ Who Owns the Data?

• OHRPP - *Kip Kantelo*
  ▪ Release of Federal Notice of Proposed Rule Making

• OARO - *Jennifer Perkins*
  ▪ Safety Updates

• OCGA - *Heather Winters & Evan Garcia*
  ▪ NASA Indemnification Clause
OMB Call for Ideas on Reducing Compliance Burden Relating to Grants and Contracts
Vote for Reduced Compliance Burden

- OMB initiated effort to collect feedback from colleges and universities
- “National Dialogue and Pilot to Reduce Reporting Compliance Costs for Federal Contractors and Grantees”
- AAU, COGR and APLU recently submitted comments under link for Grantees
- We are encouraged to vote for and comment on ideas submitted and submit new ideas addressing duplicative and/or unnecessary reporting burden
Example Recommendations

- Require Federal agencies to use a Uniform System for proposal submission and award management
- Consolidate Federal Payment Systems
- Require all Federal agencies to adopt common research terms and conditions
- Clarify Uniform Guidance rules on subrecipient monitoring
- Raise micropurchase threshold from $3,000 to $10,000
Link for Grantees

- https://cxo.dialogue2.cao.gov/a/ideas/top/campaign-filter/byids/campaigns/13162